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Эффективный гамильтониан микроскопической унитарной модели ядра.

II. Исследование ad-ядер с двумя валентными нуклонами

В рамках микроскопической версии унитарной коллективной модели с

горизонтальным смешиванием построен эффективный гамильтониан

ядер 0 и
 1 S

Ne . Алгебраическая структура полученного гамильто-

ниана сходна с гамильтонианами известных феноменологических мо-

делей, содержащими аи(3) - смешивающие слагаемые, которые

требуются для описания переходных вращательно-колебательных спек-

тров. Проведена диагоналиэация гамильтониана, учитывающего цен-

тральное ядерное и кулонсвсксе взаимодействия, на базисе трех

неприводимых представлений группы su(3) с двумя орбитальными

схемами Юнга.

Effeotive Homiltonian Within the Mioroaoopio Unitary Uuolear

Model. II. The Study of sd-Nuolei With Two Valenoe Particles

V.I.Avraraenko, A.L.Blolchiu

Within the microsoopio version of the unitary collective model

with the horizontal mixing the effective Hamiltonian for О and

Tie nuclei ie constructed. The algebraic struoture of the Hamil-

tonian is compared to the familiar phenomenological ones with the

SU(3)-mixing terms which describe the coupled rotational and vib-

ratlonal spectra. The Hamiltonian, including central nuclear and

Coulomb interaction, is diagonalized on the basis of three SU(3)

irreducible representations with two orbital symmetries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the problem of fully rnicroaoopio formulation

of familiar aeuiipbenomenological algebraic models, describing

rmolear collective motion, was contributed by many authors. The

determination of the collective potential ocoured to be the most

difficult part of the stated problem, and various approaches, both

approximate and exact, were put forward for its solution [i-4J. In

the previous paper of thia series [5] (hereafter it would be re-

ferred to as I) we proposed a technique of restoring an effective

Hamiltonian (EH) of the unitary collective model from the micro-

acopio Hamiltonian matrix elements between the coherent states of

separate or mixed SU(3) irreducible representations (irreps). The

concrete expressions are obtained lor the standard central nuc-

leon-nucleon interaction with Gaussian radial dependence.

The aim of the present work is to calculate the rotational

spectrum and E2 transition rates for almost magic light nuclei,

starting from an extended axial unitary EH derived in Sec.IV of

the paper I. The mentioned extension implies using the collective

model with horizontal mixing [б] which, contrary to the conven-

tional unitary model [7] (and, what is more, the sympleotio one

[в]), distinguishes between nuoleons with different spin and iso-

spin projection. The space of extended unitary model states is

defined by the direct produot of partial SU(3) irreps characte-

rizing each of four nuoleoa spin-isospin subsystems. The subse-

quent expansion of the extended model basis into SU(3) irreps due

to the group chain

whera (CTT) are the spin and isospin projection values, exposes

several 5U(3) irrepa which belong to the same oaoillator shell.

The necessity of intrashell (or, In another words, horizontal)

mixing for, at least, low-medium weight nuclei, is firmly stated

after the semimiorosoopio shell-model calculations initiated by

Elliott [7] and Arima with collaborators [9-1ij. The interacting

boson model (IBM) [12-13] enabled parametrizing the speotra of

medium-weight and heavy nuolei by accounting the horizontal mi-

xing through the dynamical symmetry extension to the SU(6) group.

We proceed with studying the simplest case when the model
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with horizontal mixing ia applicable, namely, a light nucleus

with two valence particles. Such a system possesses the SU(3)<S>

SU(3) dynamical symmetry vrfiich is temptatively close to the

SU(6) one of the IBM. In Sec.II the generators of partial SU(3)

algebras are expressed in terms of the dynamical variables of

two dot rotors. The structure of involved basis functions in

their general from and in the particular case of sd-sheli is ana-

lysed in Sec.III. The Ш з of the sd-shell nuclei with two valen-

ce neutrons and protons are deduced in 3ec.IV from the appropriate

results of Ref.11 and compared with the familiar phenomenologi-

oal Hamiltonians. The calculated spectra and transition rates are

discussed in Seo.V. The last section contains the concluding re-

marks.

II. REALIZATION OP Ьи.^(3)ф Sl±^(3) ALGEBRA

Within the extended unitary model, the state of every sub-

system with a fixed spin-iaospin projection of nuoleons is 3et

on an SU(3) irrep basis. Closed shells, being the SU(3) scalars,

produce no influence on the unitary labelling, therefore, to

ohooae the necessary basis, one takes into account only the va-

lence nucleona. Two valence nucleona with equal charge as a rule

carry on different spin projections. Consequently, in the case

ooncerned, eaoh of the open shell particles determines the SXS(3)

quantum numbers of the corresponding subsystem; henceforth the

latter are distinguished by an uppex, namely (1) or (2). V/e sup-

pose that the open shells possess the main quantum number equal

n for both the subsystems; so they are described by the symmet-

ric (nO) irreps (in the Elliott notation).

Restricting the study by the symmetrio irreps, one may rea-

lize the SU(3) generators in terms of a single vector. Following

Eq.(19) from paper I, the Su
( 1 j
(3)(g su

( 2 )
(3) algebra is expres-

sed in terms of two operator-valued matrices

j
whero the matrix notation taken over the Cartesian indices. The

commutation relations
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(2)

are easily verified. The matrices ^ щз^ JD are allowed

to act on the n-fold outer product T ' of a reducible second-

order tensor

"г* U ""10
 J

('2)

To simplify the realization of infinitesimal operators and the

structure of basis functions, one often reduces a consideration

to a selected coordinate system. Pay, the algebra of rigid rotor

[R J oO(3) croup in the quadrupole tensor proper system retains

a nontrivial dependence only on the orbital momentum components

[14]. An analogous representation holds for the SU(3) through

the contraction possibility onto the \R J
 s
°(3) [i5-18J. The sub-

sequent narration i3 also connected with a specific coordinate

system but the latter is adapted for two dot rotors, -.«л -.JQ

Let из normalize the three-dimensional vectors Ы and Ц,

and utilize Ь and K/ to construct an orthonormalized re-

A three-parametric orthogonal block matrix &
s
^ » o > v » orien-

ting the reper (5) with ro3peot to the laboratory system, toget-

her with an angular variable

parametrize the эиЬдгоир 30(3) ® 80^ (2) or tho direct produot

LiCP ' (3) ® 30^ (3)» (The mapping ia bijootive aa the dot rotor

needs two coordinates only).

By using definitions (4) and (5), one deduces that

(7.a)
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Л*- (7.b)

. . \
where Li

 ?
 L-2 , L3 are the Cartesian components of ths orbital

angular momentum vector L due to the S0(3) group:

(8.a)

(8.b)

To rewrite Eq.(7) for the second subsystem, one haa to replace

by f
0 )
 and f

 {г
\ (J by -0" •

 {г)

At this step one introduces matrices A ' and p of part-

ial generators in the proper coordinate system of the reper (5)s

and, vice versa,

(9.a)

(9.b)

where the uppex T implies the transposition. By oomparins

Eqa.(i),(4)-(7) vath, (9.b), the following realization for jS

matrix elements is obtaineds

(10)

where the upper sign conforms wrth 6>' and the lower one - with

t ' . Also the use is made of the fact that operators 11^2-^,,

-1,2, have the same eigenvalue n , when acting on the tensor

n n (1) (2)
T '

n
 . To select the SO

V
 (3) and SO '(3) subalgebraa, one



haa to antisymmetrize the matrices (10)

Ч ^ т
Note that the operatora [/ differ in sifjn from L of 3q.

(8). The reason is that these operatora are defined in a rota-

ting coordinate system, in oontraat to the usual orbital momen-

tum in the laboratory system.

III. BASIS FUNCTIONS AND BxWBLOPING ALGEBRA

To provide a direct comparison with the conventional SU(3)

model, it is expedient to make use of the irrep basis functions

of the SU(3) С 3U
< 1 )

(3) ® SU
( 2 )

(3) group, e.g. the eigenfunc-

tions of the second order Casimir operator \.l\

Ь,2 = if \5b + JO J (T2)

Within the realization due to Bq.(9.b) one passes from (12) to

where t is a variable of Eq.(6). The last three terms appear

in the right-hand side of (13.a) as a consequence of non-comruuta-

bility of the angular momentum L
 an(

^
 tn
-

e
 rotational matrix (X .

By substituting £q.(10) in (13). one realizes the Casimir opera-

tor in terms of the SU(3) quantum number, orbital momentiuu algeb-

ra and additional variable X '•

The eigenvalues of operator (14) are defined by the familiar for-

mula

whereas the quantum numbers of the admissible SU(3) irreps con-
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form with the following expansion:

(ПО)в(пО) =

Uuppoaing the rotational invariance of nuclear Hamiltonian, one

demands the de3ired baai3 functions to be the simultaneous eigen

functions of QQ, , L and L^ . The separation of variables as

follows

where К ia an eigenvalue of L •$, IOVYIKVCL) is a spherical

Wigner function, and Elliott quantum numbers \V̂ l) undergo

the relation X + 2 U = 2 n with a subsequent substitution

leads to the equation

yi
 v

The latter has a polynomial hypergeometrio solution

4^ — С ( - 6JTJ$ _ Л +Х _ ̂ -| .

symmetric with respect to the sign of К . The functions

Ф к (i) saticfy orthogonality conditions with appropriate

weight function along the imaginary axis of the complex "fc pla-

ne. They admit the quadratio hypergeometrio transformation

resulting in functions

with some other normalization whose parity in "b equals ("0 .

In ooncrete applications instead of (17) one utilizes some-

what modified basis functions. Firstly, the rotational factor is

usually taken in the form of
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adapted to tha 4j£ symmetry subgroup of the rigid top quadru-

pole tensor R5 t 7» 1 7}* A n d •then> a* fixed SU(3)^)5O(3) quantum

numbers, an additional summation over the index ^ must be car-

ried out. Really, our choice of the proper coordinate system ma-

kes the orbital momentum projection on the t axis to accept

A+l values (see Eq.(18)), whereas the Elliott rules [7]

prescribe the number of min (̂ ;№) * I .To avoid such a discre-

pancy, one haa to replace the functions

generally speaking, by their linear combinations compatible with

the SU(3) Э S0(3) reduction conditions, say, due to the basis of

Elliott or Bargmann and Moahinsky [20].

For example, in the case of n=2 (i.e. two particles in the

ad-shell) the Ulliott rules show thai; every admissible set of

quantum numbers ",№ and L is supplied by a single basis

function (provided one neglects the trivial phase distinction

between the states with opposite values of the orbital momentum

intrinsic projection). And indeed, the funotions (22), being gat-

hered in the following linear combinations

J

(23)

L = ± fu
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= (ог)

L = 0

form a apace, locked with reapect to the action of operators (10)

The symmetry of basis states (22) determines the preferable

structure of scalar operators on the enveloping algebra of the

SIT
1
'(3)® StP

2
'(3) group, in terms of which the EH is expressed.

It is expedient to separate the operators, possessing the

dynamioal SU(3) symmetry, from the ones, mixing the SU(3) irreps.

The axial EH of the SU(3) model needs only four^ independent ope-

rators, namely, the squared orbital momentum [?• , the Caaimir

operators G,z (
aee
 Eqs,(12) and (15)) and

and the Bargmann-Moshinsky operator Q >

Q = L
T
QL, (24.ь)

where the quadrupole matrix Ц is the symmetrized form of

Jb^ + Jb matrix. The rotational invariants of higher order

on the SU(3) generators at any rate contain a non-axial part.

Ла for the mixing terms, the structure of the system under

atudy permits choosing them symmetric with respect to the mutual

permutation of partial generators, J V «— Л?> . Besides, the

direot construction of the EH, according to the' гезиНэ of Ref- 1 ,

proves (see the next Section) that they arise in the polynomial

form on the partial orbital momenta L and L only. The

latter condition notioeably simplified producing the representa-

tion of mixing operators on the basie (22) (cf. liqa.(10) and (11)).

IV. EFFECTIVE HAMIIffONIAN К Ж
 1 8

0 and
 1 8

We

The Ш1 for the almost magio light and low-medium weight nuc-

lei, containing up to four nucleona over the cloaod shell, was
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reatored in Sec.IV of Kef.5 from the microscopic Hamiltonian

matrix elements between the many-body oscillator functions which,

transformed by the direct product of symmetric SU(3) з'.гтерз. In

the present Section this result is specified to study the simp-

lest nucleon system where the account of horizontal mixing is

necessary, namely, with, two sd-particles of the same oharge. The

corresponding shell-model apace is divided into three SU(3) ir-

reps with two space symmetries. The central interaction mixes

(40) and (20) irreps with the orbital Young pattern [2j; the

admixture of the spatially antisymmetric (21) irrep, produced by

the spin-dependent forces, is expected to be negligible for 0

and
 1 8

Ke.

The kinetic energy of A-particle shell-model system is de-

termined by the whole number N of oscillator quanta:

where m is the average nucleon mass and Г о = у /VnuJ is the

oscillator radius. In the present case Aa18 and N=i6 .

The central nucleon interaction is supposed to carry on Ga-

ussian radial dependence

i
 (26)

where Чъь*\ 2т*\
 a r e

 *^
e s
pin-isospin potential magnitudes,

tf
%
 and ^^ are the nucleon pair spin and isospin projectors.

By applying Eqs.(28)-(32) from paper I, one derives an ana-

lytic expression for the effective operator generated by (26):

Ut = t&itt " l & u j ^ - UWin* (27.a)
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VU
 7

УР.Г.

12&

where subscripts "shell", "coupling" and "extra" imply the inter-

action of olosed-shell nucleons among themselves, with extra nuo-

leona and the interaction between extra nucleons respectively.

The operator

is responsible for the permutation of subsystems (1) and (2). For

the present case it merely coincides with the Majorana operator

(i.e. the sum over all two-body permutations) [21] and, conse-

quently, accepts only two eigenvalues: 1 for spatially symmetrio

states and - 1 for the antisymmetric ones.

By making uae of integral representation

_L
 =

and Eq.(27), we derive an effeotive operator of Coulomb interao-

tion
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U JOY U,
(29.b)

She entire BH is gathered from Eqs.(25)-(29):

Leaving the microaoopic calculation till tne subsequent Sec-

tion, we proceed with some remarks concerning the collective

features, inherent to EH(30)»

Ae one could expect, the obtained БН contains the ЭТКЗЭ^
3

S0(3) integrity basis operators Х
г
, (лг,Съ

 a n d
 Q which are

necessary for parametrizing the collective spectral bands of

axial nuclei within the SU(3) model [18,22]. In fact, these ope-

rators compose the Bohr-Mottelson-Prankfurt Hamiltonian in its

projection on the lowest SU(3) irrepa [23}«

An appearanoe of the Majorana operator (we retain the symbol

P for it) and the mixing ones is also worth noting. Within the

pheuomenological models the Majorana operator usually is used to

expose the ordering of collective bands with different space sym-

metry on the energy scale. For example, Banerjee et al.[24] com-

bined it with the SU(3) quadrupole-quadrupole force:

to reproduoe the sequence of levels in the sd-shell spectra. In

realistio situation the parameter CL has a negative value,

lowering in energy the states of maximum orbital symmetry. The

SU(3) - mixing potential whioh goes as

№
 (32)

for the two-nuoleon system, is sufficient to explain p-shell apeot-

ra, according to Elliott [25].

To perform an accurate comparison of the phenomenological

potential with the realistic one, one should firstly note that

the potentials (31) and (32) are the second-order terms in the
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long-range perturbation series with, the parameter \ At} where

ft is the characteristic interpartlcle distance and M is

the interaction range ^26]. At the same time one realizes by

analysing Eqs.(26) and (27) that the obtained potential is ex-

panded in powera of

C^j-f (33)

with jK as a radius of Gaussian function (26). Naturally,

i-z is identified with a renэгтаГized long-range expansion

parameter. All the operators of (31) and (32) can be found in

the aecond-order perturbation terras of Bq.(27).

And what is more, the EH(3O) ia suitable for parametrizing

the coupled rotational and vibrational spectra, which is exposed

when restricting oneself to a fixed orbital symmetry; then the

EH, cut at the mentioned second-order term, takes a form of

\ (34)

By expanding the right-hand side of Eq.(14) in powers of the

angle lT=arcos't and reducing the ground state energy to

nought, Eq.(34) is rewritten aa follows

- (c-A)I»
 +
 dL(L°y л С М Ч * | 0

г
 к. (35)

Eq.(35) is identioal with the aoouraoy of \_ to the two-rotor

model Hamiltonian of de Pranceschi et al. [27^. These authors

introduced the quadratic potential in the angle \f bbtween the

rotors with orbital momenta L and L to couple the vibra-

tional degrees of freedom to the rotational one, in accordance

with the experiment for the low-medium weight and heavier nuclei.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The diagonalization of collective Hamiltonian (25)-(30) is

performed on the basis functions (23) with, the semirealistic

two-Gaussian nuoleon interactions V1 by Volkov [281 and BB1 by

Brink and Boeoker [29]. The osoillator radii Yo are chosen
18

to fit the observed mean-square size, namely 1.77 Fm for 0 and

1.724 Pm for
 1
TJe. The data ooaoerning both the predioted and

experimental speotra are situated in Piga.1 and 2 and Tables 1
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and 2 . The one-irrep b"p(2,K) calculations by Ovcharenko et al.

[30J and the three-irrep SU(3) ones without mixing are also pla-

ced to form a quantitative estimate on the role of vertical and

horizontal mixing effacto.

The ground state energies, obtained with the V1 potential,

(-119,7 MeV for 180 and - 115,5 MeV for 18Ue) are in satisfacto-

ry accordance with the experimental values [31] (-139,8 MeV and

-132,1 JileV respectively). The BB1 potential yields the ground

atates too high in energy (-91,5 MeV and - 81,4 MeV) and, besi-

des, inverts the ordering of 4t and 2% states vrith respect

to 2t and Og onea. The reason lines in the competition of two

tendencies which determine the rotational spectrum, these are

the preferable increase in orbital momentum for free extra nuc-

leons and the quadrupole-quadrupole reaidual interaction, gene-

rating the "normal" L(L+0 sequence. It can be noted that the

horizontal mixing contributes on the whole to the second tenden-

cy.

The rotational 1+, 2+ and 3+ levels, produced by the (21)

ir 'ep, correspond to the states of valence nuclaons with unit

spin and are separated by 8-10 MeV distance from the ground

state. To identify them quantitatively with, the experimental

levels, ot and so on, the spin-orbit and tensor interactions

must be taken into consideration.

Ihe expansion coefficients L ' with respect to the

SU(3) ̂  S0(3) basis for 1TIe eigenfunotions and the E2 transition

rates for the same nucleus are situated in Tables 3 and 4 • Note

that the account of horizontal mixing is rather essential; thus,

the weight of dominant (40) irrep in the structure of ot state

equals 76 peroent for the V1 potential and 53 per cent for

the BB1 one. Nevertheless, the predicted intensities of electric

quadrupole transitions are too small within the microscopic uni-

tary model. The agreement with experimental data oan be improved

by extending the model to the sympleotic one, i.e. by the aooo-

unt of collective excitation contribution.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the scope of the fully microscopies unitary model with

horizontal mixing we studied the low-energy struoture of nuolei
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with two-valence particles. The approach is based on the const-

ruction of effective Hamiltonian with the SU(3)® SU(3) dynami-

cal symmetry which is equivalent to the microscopic Hamiltonian

with respect to the action on the basis functions.

The concrete study is accomplished for the ad-shell nuclei

with two extra partioles of equal charge, i.e. 0 and % e .

The microscopic potential energy operator was supposed to consist

of the central internucleon and Coulomb force. The algebraic

struoture of the obtained effective Hamiltonian oocurred to corre-

late with the familiar phenomerologioal Hamiltonians, pertinent

for the nuolei with coupled rotational and vibrational spectra.

The predicted low-energy spectrum and corresponding B2 transition

rates are in the qualitative agreement with the observed values.

Our calculations testify to the necessity of developing the

discussed scheme in several aspects. First of all, the model

needs to incorporate the dynamical defomation effects, origina-

ted from the collective excitations. 3uoh a passage to the aymp-

lectic model with horizontal mixing may sufficiently decrease all

energy levels, starting from the ground state. Then, leaving the

energy region where the maximum orbital symmetry is dominant, the

зpin-dependent nuclear interactions are to be taken into aocount.

(In odd and odd-odd nuclei whose spectrum is crucial to these

forces, one has to involve them from the very beginning. The

3U(3)-mixing Hamiltonian terms axe therefore produced both by

the nuclear and Coulomb potential). At the same time, ascending

by the energy settle, the model basis is to be extended bj the

irreps due to particle-hole excitations provided they oorae rat-

her low in energy £,32].

The authors are indebted to G.P.Pilippov for the fruitful

discussion of the present study.
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Table 1. The spectrum of
 l o
0 (I.ieV units): BB - BB1 + Coulomb for-

ce without mixing; BB, h.m. - BB1 + Coulomb force with

mixing (h.m.=horizontal mixing); V and V,h.m. - the same

for V1 + Coulomb foroej BB, v.m. - BB1 + Coulomb force,

the one-irrep ;3p(2,R- calculation 30 ; exp-experirnen-

fcal data 31 .
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Table 2. The spectrum of
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